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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. International trade liberalization has achieved notable results 
since the creation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) in 1947. Tariff barriers on manufactured . products in the 
nine leading industrialized countries decreased from an average of 40 
percent when GAIT was founded in the late 1940s to less than 4 
percent at· present. However, as tariff barriers were successfully 
dismant1ed~ : countries resorted to new protection devices. Trade 
protection took the form of non-tariff barriers (NTBs) which 
expanded tremendously during the same period. Trade specialists 
have found that more than four thousand forms of NTBs are 
currently hindering the expansion of international trade. This shows 
that the success of GA IT in dismantling tariff barriers was not 
matched by an equal decrease in NTBs. 

2. Non-tariff barriers have become the most applied instrulnent 
to protect national markets against competition. These take the form 
of administrative procedures, environmental standards, technical 
standards, quotas, subsidies,' etc. In addition, whereas tariff barriers 
apply mostly" to trade in goods, NTBs apply to both trade in goods 
and services. In this connectiol\ the procedures governing 
government procurement in many countries are seen as NTBs or, at 
least, as having trade restricting or trade distorting effects. Indeed, 
until the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTNs), 
existing GATT provisions permitted governments to discriminate in 
their procurement activities. 
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3. The government is the largest purchaser of goods and 
services in most countries, both developing and developed. 
Government procurement markets represent huge amounts which 
are estimated at several trillions of dollars in commercial transactions 
every year. Notwithstanding the importance of govenunent 
procurement in international trade, this sector had not attracted the 
attention of the negotiators in GAIT until the time of the Tokyo 
Round ofMTNs (1973-1979). The lack of international obligations 
and the widespread discrinunation in the area finally brought the 
subject under the scrutiny of GATT. A "Draft Instrument on 
Government Purchasing Policies, Procedures and Practices") 
prepared by the DEeD, constituted the main background 
documentation made available to the Sub-Group on Government 
Procurement in the context of the Tokyo Round. Different draft 
Agreements were tabled and discussed until the final text on the 
Agreement on Government Procurement was established by the 
Sub-Committee in April 1979 and transmitted to the Trade 
Negotiations Committee. This Agreement was only limited to 
government procurement of products, inclusion of the services being 
only limited to those that are incidental to the supply of these 
products, and provided they cost less than the products. The 
possibility of expanding the Agreement to the service contracts was 
to be explored at a later date. 
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4. By the time of the launching of the next Round, the 
Uruguay Round of MTNs in September 1986, fewer countries had 
signed the Agreement on Government Procurement than any other 
code inherited from the Tokyo Round. Among the signafories, omy 
three were developing countries. Although not being part of the 
Uruguay Round agenda, negotiations on the 1979 code took place 
among the signatories during the period of Uruguay Round 
negotiations. In addition to the fact that these negotiations 
expanded the code to service contracts, they had also to address the 
key issue of making the Agreement more attractive to encourage 
developing countries to join. In doing so, as requested by India, the 
problem posed by the veto power of each signatory to oppose any 
membership needed to be appropriately addressed. A final 
Agreement was to be reached and signed in Marrakesh at the 
occasion of the sigrung of the Uruguay Round Agreements. 
However, as negotiations on this Agreement were not part of the 
Uruguay Round, it end"cd up· as a Plurilateral Agreement, which 
could not, therefore, benefit from the "single undertaking" principle 
of the Round. The two main issues identified above (accession 
procedure and attractiveness of the Agreement) were not resolved 
by the Negotiating Group. 

5. In view of the fact that, in its current form, this PluriJateral 
Government Procurement Agreement (GPA) may not attract more 
members and lead to substantial progress in'terms··of liberalization 
of government procurement 1) the matter was taken up at the WTO 
Singapore Mnisterial Conference as one of the new issues to be 
included in further ~s within WTO. It should also be noted that 
the issue of govenunerit ,procurement's lack of transparency and that 
of corruption have been presented by developed countries as twin 

I I Currently, only 26 countries are signatory to the Agreement, of 
which none is from Africa. 
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probJems that need to be addressed in the same framework. 
However, developing countries had, before the Singapore 
Conference, voiced their opposition to the inclusion of corruption 
on the agenda of the Singapore Conference 2, arguing that it was not 
a trade issue falling within WTO's competence. AJthough no 
deadline was set for the conclusion of the preparatory work on this 
issue3

, what emerged from Singapore was a clear message from the 
international community that something needed to be done to 
address the issue of conuption in international trade. The work of 
the new working party on transparency in government procurement 
has to be seen in this context. 

6. As the Agreement on Government Procurement will most 
probably graduate from a PlurilateraJ Agreement to a Multilateral 
Agreement after its negotiation within the wro, it is essential that 
African countries prepare themselves for these negotiations in order 
to defend their specific interests in the area. Contrary to the view 
expressed by the OAU/AEC that "Afiican states are not a party to 
this Agreement (GPA) and so do not have a stake in it,,4, it is in 

I I Fourteen developing countries indicated, on 30 September 1996. 
that GPA should be kept out of the agenda of the Singapore Conference. 

J , It should, however. be pointed out that tl)e 1994 GPA sets 1999 
as the year for further negotiations on the Agreement to extend its coverage 
in tenns of product, sector and membership. This could also be an 
opportunity for its inclusion into the \VI'O's single Wlden:aking. 

<I • OAU/AEC (l996}J A Note on the Issues before the Frrst World 
Trade Org;mization Ministerial Conference: Annotations and 
Recommendations for an African Consensus t presented at the frrst session of 
the African Economic Conununily Economic and Social CorrunissionJ 

Abidjan, November 1996, p. 9. 
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Africa's interest to be proactive in analyzing what such an 
Agreement would imply for its economies before deciding whether 
to join or not. Besides, if past experience can be of any help, one 
could expect that once a Multilateral Agreement on Government 
Procurement is adopted and incorporated into the WTO's single 
undertak.ing, African countries will have no alternative but to join 
the signatories. It is, therefore, better to be prepared for this highly 
probable eventuality, 

7. Past experience has revealed that Africa's capacity in MTNs 
is very limited, especiaHy when countries are taken individually. The 
objective of this study is to come up with a framework which 
contains issues that could prove to be of general concern to Afiican 
countries when renegotiating of the Agreement starts. Further, 
based on these guidelines and on the views of different countries on 
the issue, it could become possible for African countries to articulate 
a common position in order to strengthen their negotiating position 
and to ensure that their voice will be heard in the negotiations. 

8. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Chapter n proposes the conceptual framework of Government 
Procurement Procedures and Practices. Chapter III discusses the 
rationale for an Agreement on Government Procurement. In 
chapter IV, t~e paper presents briefly the nomenclature of the 
general procedures and practices of government procurement. 
Chapter V analyses the main provisions of procurement 
conditionality attached to credits and loans provided by selected 
multilateral financial institutions and organizations and how they 
compare to the current WTO Plurilateral Government Procurement 
Agreement. Analysis from the previous chapters will allow to draw 
the main issues to be raised by Afiican countries, which will be the 
subject of chapter VI. Chapter VII will be a brief conclusion. 
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CHAPTER II: 

THE CONCEPTUAL 
FRAMEWORK OF 

GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT 
PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES 

9. Government procurement may be defined as procurement of 
goods and services by or on behalf of the government or its agencies 
or structures. Strictly speaking, the concept of procurement is 
different from that of purchase even though they are often confused. 
The term purchase refers to a specific and isolated commercial act 

of acquiring a good or service at a given time. The meaning of the 
concept "govemmeni procurement" is wider. It refers to the art of 
obtaining what is necessary at the place where it is necessary, when 
it is necessary~ under the best economic conditions, in order to 
satisfy the Government needs within the context of legal and 
administrative procedures in place s. 

10. In addition to the act of purchasing a good or service, 
procurement comprises different stages of a whole process 
consisting of the reception of the good or service; its inspection; its 
storage and its distribution or use. In short, procurement is the 
chain of operations that take place from the time a need is expressed 

:s 5 For a detailed definition, Centre de Perfectionnement et de 
Formation en cours dtemploi, CPF (1981), Republique du Burundi, 
Ministere de la Fonction Publique, §eminaire sur les Marches Publics, 
Bujumburat 2 au 14 mars 1981.. 
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by the utilizer to the moment this need is satisfied. As highlighted in 
CPF (1981)~ the process of Government procurement must address 
the following seven basic questions: What; Why; When; How 
Much; Who; Where; and How? In other words, one must detennine 
what he needs; how much of it; when and where it should be 
purchased; by whom and/or for whom; how to do it and, over aU, 
why. 

11. However, as the purchase of government goods and 
services constitutes the most important step of the procurement 
process, most documents on procurement, and the present one is 
not an exceptio~ emphasize this aspect. Government procurement, 
therefore, refers to "government purchases". To qualify as a 
government procurement contract in the multilateral trade context, 
the amount of the transaction must be equal or above a threshold 
agreed upon by the parties. In the 1979 GP A, for instance, the 
threshold is set as SDR 150,000. 

12. Although some categories of goods such as arms are legally 
purchased exclusively by the Government in most countries, the 
nature of products purchased by Governments depends largely on 
the extent of its involvement in the socia-economic activity of the 
country. The government's intervention falls within "the spectrum 
ranging from the government doing evel)'thing and the private 
sector doing everything" (Stiglitz, 1997, p.24). Economic theory 
and experience support the fact that the government has an 
important role to play in any country's socio-economic development 
6 

6 Stiglitz (1997) distinguishes six different roles for the 
government in any country: (i) promoting education; (Ii) promoting 
technology; (iii) supporting the financial sector: (iv) investing in physical 
and institutional infrastructure; (v) preventing environmental degradation; 
and. (vi) creating and maintaining a socia1 safety net. See a1so World Bank 
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This role is even more crucial in developing countries where market 
failures and asymmetric infonnation are most prevalent. 7 Based on 
Stiglitz' six functions of the government, it is obvious that at least 
five out of the six involve important purchases of a whole range of 
goods and services by the government 

(1997), World Development Report. 

7 The First Theorem of Welfare Economics (FTWE) and the 
Second Theorem of Welfare Economics (STWE)support this fact (Gravelle 
and Rees, 1992). 
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CHAPTER III: 

RATIONALE FOR AN 
AGREEMENT ON GOVERNMENT 

PROCUREMENT 

13. Government procurement contracts represent huge amounts 
of money both in developed and developing countries. However, 
the practices surrounding government procurement contracts in 
many of these countries are not transparent. In' this context, 
potential suppliers feel frustrated if conditions in the country do not 
allow them to participate in the bid in a transparent manner. A 
binding multilateral GP A is supposed to prevent these situations, 
ensuring transparency and predictability of these practices. 

A. Importance of Government procurement 

14. The importance of government procurement in a country 
can be proxied by the share of Government purchases over GDP or 
the share' of government purchases in the country's imports. 
Governments directly or through enterprises they control are usually 
the largest purchasers of goods and services, both in developing and 
developed countries. In Canada, for instance, government 
procurement represented 17 percent of GNP,Ojn 1979\. The ratio of 
Government purchases over imports in Canada was 16 percent in 
1979. In the UK, in 1970, the share of state trading represented 18-
20 percent of imports~ this proportion was 18-24 percent in France 
and 8-1 ° percent in Japan. Public sector procurement in the 
European Union alone is estimated at 12 percent of GD P or the 
equivalent of one trillion US$ every year. 
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15. The importance of Government procurement varies country 
by country in developing countries, but it turns out to be more 
important than in developed countries. In Iraq, for instance, the 
private sector accounted for less than 10 percent of total imports 
during the early 1980s. According to Goode (1997, p.102), 
"Government procurement is estimated to account for about 10 
percent of GDP in many countries, but estimates differ widely". 
Developing countries, including those from Africa, are most 
dependent upon governmentally procured goods and services for 
their development needs. Most products are capital goods, 
intennediate inputs and foodstuffs. In view of the weakness of the 
private sector in most of these countries, and the type of products 
imported, it is the government that dominates the country's imports. 

B. Transparency in Government Procurement 

16. An important share of Government procurement is believed 
not to be done according to transparency rules governing 
international trade. Because Government purchases represent huge 
amounts of money, many companies) both local and foreign, are 
interested in Government contracts. Transparency and predictability 
in the procedures governing such contracts are therefore important 
for finns which intend to participate in the bids. This is also 
important because in any given country, Government purchases 
should be made at the most competitive prices, with a view to 
ensuring that tax payers' money is used as effectively as possible. 
As Stiglitz (1997, p.20) puts it, "creating effective competition 
among vendors .... is an essential step in ensuring that the 
government procures goods and services at the lowest possible price 
... Government uses competitive bidding to ensure that taxpayers do 
not overpay and to mute criticism that the government has wasted 
taxpayers' money". In addition, transparency prevents corruption 
and rent-seeking practices surrounding government purchases in 
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many countries, both developing and developed. International 
Competitive Bidding (ICB) is supposed to ensure that these 
conditions 'are met. 

17. The system of government procurement should~ 
nevertheless, be practical and flexible enough to prevent 
cumbersome procedures that can lead to higher average costs. 
According to Stiglitz (1997), because the United States has fanen in 
the trap of too much and cumbersome procurement procedures, the 
procurement reforms based on the principle of the discipline of 
competition in the marketplace "will save the US taxpayers US$ 
12.3 billion over the next five years~'. But, at the other extreme, 
more open public procurement in the European Union could save 
the countries up to 10 percent of the tot81 amount, meaning savings 
of around 7S billion ECU every year. 

18. Within this context~';the United States has argued that its 
business sector loses out to their competitors from Europe and' 
Japan in bidding for government contracts and procurement in many 
instances because Americans are prohibited by US law from paying 
bribes. Indeed, some governments appear to encourage their 
companies to pay bribes instead of taking the required measures to 
deter this practice. These companies are "aU owed" to pay bribes to 
win bids for third-country contracts, and such amounts paid are tax 
deductible 8. The US Department of Commerce has estimated that 
in 1995 alone, bribes were paid to undercut American companies in 
contracts involving US$ 45 billion. This is in fact the main 
motivation behind the US ardor to have the plurilateral government 
procurement code transformed into a wro full-fledged and binding 
multilateral Agreement that all WTO member countries can join. 

8 This infonnation and data may be found in "Governments and 
International Corruption", in West Africa, 14~20 October 1996, p.1606 
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c. ' Government Procurement and Aid Tying 

19. Tied aid relates to official or officially supported loans, 
credits or associated financing packages where procurement of the 
goods or services involved is limited to the donor country or to a 
group of countries which does not include substantially all 
developing countries (OECD, 1995, p.124). For developing 
countries such as those in Afiica which are heavily dependent on 
external assistance, there is a close relationship between aid tying 
and the regulations relating to government procurement. 

20. Aid tying has been a major phenomenon in donor-recipient 
country relations. It is a situation whereby the donor country grants 
aid to a recipient country but imposes procurement restrictions in 
favor of its own suppliers. This has an important political meaning 
as the use of taxpayers money to finance external assistance can be 
justified in terms of preserving or reinforcing national economic 
interests 9. The economic justification of aid tying is that, from the 
donor's perspective, external assistance causes "opportunity costs to 
the national economy in tenns of forgone consumption or 
investment" (OEeD, 1985, p.24]). In this context, many donors 
tend to reduce this cost by requiring the recipient country to 

9 This has been especially the case since the early 1990s, when the 
political dimension of development became a very important factor 
determining the attitude of donors and other aid coordination bodies 
towards developing countries. As OEeD (1996. p.27) puts it, for instance. 
sustainable development is now widely viewed as dependent upon 
accountable political systems. In addition, donors' taxpayers do not want 
to see their resources allocated to some countries, such as those judged to 
have poor human rights records. It becomes, therefore, easier and tempting 
for donor governments to justify aid financing purely on national interest 
ground. 
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purchase aid-financed goods or services from their own markets. 
Indeed, for a number of years~ the relative benefits of foreign aid to 
the donor economies. in tenns of boosting their exports and 
increasing employment, and to the recipient countries, in tenns of its 
impact on development, have been at the'center of the debate on the 
role of aid in economic development. 

21. Within this context it has been argued, and sometimes 
demonstrated, that aid based procurement contracts procure short
term economic benefits to the donor country. This is especially the 
case in countries "with less established competitive positions in 
developing country markets" (DECD, 1985, p.242). For the 
recipient country, aid tying presents shortcomings. First, it counters 
international competition in the awarding of contracts. As a result, 
it is not the "best tender" that is retained from the bid, introducing 
trade distortions. Secondly, this mechanism introduces uncertainties 
not only for the recipient country which is not free to use aid in the 
way it considers to be the most appropriate but also for other 
potentiaJ tenderers who cannot compete in the tendering process. In 
a way, this shows that there is not always convergence of interests 
between the donor country and the recipient country. The local 
entities from the fonner which benefit from such provisions dearly 
enjoy protection by their governments; this is a situation comparable 
to other much more publicized forms of protectionist measures in 
intemationaJ trade. 

22, GECD (1985) lists a number of donors' attitudes relating to 
the way they manage their aid which constitute a major source of 
trade distortion. These include: 

• Bias towards projects with a large import content in 
areas of particular export interest to the donor; 

• Conversely, bias against projects and programmes 
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with low import content, such as rural development 
projects; 

• Bias against loca1-cost financing~ 
• Bias towards "commercially interestingH developing 

countries; 
• Donors reluctance to co-operate and co-ordinate 

their aid activities with other donors who may be 
seen as competitors in the search for commercially 
interesting projects; 

• Impaired credibility of donors in the development 
policy dialogue with recipients~ 

• Donor reluctance to channel aid through multilateral 
institutions. 

23. In view of the adverse effects of aid tying, a number of 
institutions, including the OECD's Development Assistance 
Committee (DAC), have been advocating the removal of 
procurement restrictions in the execution of aid financed projects. 
To ensure that efforts towards aid untying are successful and to 
guarantee fairness, a collective move of all donors is necessary. 
Some progress has been reached by DAC countries, especially with 
regard to contributions to multilateral programmes, and to the 
signing of the 1974 "Memorandum of Understanding on Untying of 
Bilateral Development Loans in Favor of Procurement in 
Developing Countries" 10, Despite these efforts, aid tying has 
remained a very important constraint on the way developing 
countries manage their foreign assistance. For instance, the current 
practice of "advance bidding", whereby international tendering 
precedes the conclusion of the aid contract, has been a distorting 

10 According to this Memorandum, procurement is possible from 
the donor country and from substantially all developing countries. 
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mechanism whenever the donor has subjected financing of the 
contract to its winning by the donor country's own supplier. The 
following table shows the status of aid tying by DAC member 
countries. 

Table 1: 
Tying of Aid in InctividuaJ DAC Members in 1982·83 and 1993 (percentage of 

total ODA) 

COWltry 1982-1983 ! 1993 % change 

Austria 76.9 40.8 -46.9 
I 

Canada 59.2 22.0 -62.8 

France 46.1 40.3 -12.6 

Belgium 45.7 not available not available 

New Zealand 41.9 0 -100 

United Kingdom 41.5 34.6 I -16.6 

United State.qll 31.7 28.7 -9.5 

Australia 29.0 45.9 58.3 

I Switzerland 25.9 5.8 -77.6 

Denmark 22.70 not available! I not available I 

Gccma.ny 21.1 36.0 70.6 

Italy 20.3 25.8 27.1 

P- 19.9 I 11.3 43.2 

17.l 11.5 -32.7 

II Data reported relates to 1992. 
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Sweden 15.3 11.4 -25.5 

Finland I 14.6 27.0 84.9 

Netherlands 
1

12.2 not available not available 

Total DAC 31 24.S -20.0 

~: rust two columns mnpiled from OECD (1985) a.nd OEeD (1995). respectively. The last 
cohum is author's calculations. 

24. Data in this table show that, although the overall proportion 
of tied aid to total ODA of DAC members has decreased by 20 
percent between 1982-83 to 1993, the progress towards untying aid 
has varied from country to country. The best perfonner is New 
ZeaJand which had no more tied aid by 1993, from a proportion of 
41.9 of its total ODA in 1982-1983. A wonisome trend is that of 
Australi~ Germany, Italy and Finland which had increased their 
portion of tied aid by 1993. This, in itself, is an illustration of how 
aid tying is still a recuning phenomenon, especially taking into 
account the fact that these four countries represented 20 percent of 
total aDA in 1993. In addition, the top six aid tying countries, 
namely Australi~ Austria, France, Germany, the United Kingdom 
and the United States accounted for 52 percent of total aDA from 
DAC members in 1993. In the light of the above, it becomes 
obvious that a binding multilateral agreement on government 
procurement, if properly implemented by WTO members, will have 
important implications on both devetoping and developed countries' 
trade in general, but most particularly on the way government 

. d d 12 procurement IS con ucte . 

12 Unfortunately, the 1994 Agreement on Government Procurement is 
not helpful in this matter. It contains a disclaimer that ~thjs Agreement 
does not apply to procurement made in furtherance of tied aid to developing 
countries so long as it is practiced by Parties" (see note relating to Article 
It paragraph 1) 
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CHAPTER IV: 

NOMENCLATUREOFTRE 
PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES 

OF GOVERNMENT 
PROCUREMENT 1:3 

25. The literature shows that there is a number of government 
procurement practices which may differ from country to country. 
Indeed, a country's terminology and procedure for government 
procurement is a result of its "historical and juridical evolution 
characteristics" (DEeD, 1976, p.6). In Africa, countries have 
inherited their colonial masters' practices. Nevertheless, two broad 
categories can be distinguished according to: 

• The number of suppliers able to compete 
• The margin of discretion or choice allowed the purchasing 

authority 

A. The Number of Suppliers able to Compete 

26. Analyzing further the procedures and practices of 
government procurement according to the number of suppliers able 
to compete, three categories can be distinguished: 

• Public or open tender procedures: Provided that 

13 Based on cECD (1976») Government Purchasing. Regulations and 
Procedures of DECO Member Countries, Paris. 
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the supplier meets minimum criteria for tendering, 
this is an open system to alL In this case, maximum 
publicity is given to the invitation to tender. 

• Selected or restricted tender procedures: Only a 
limited number of suppliers are able to tender. In 
general, invitation to tender is sent specifically to 
certain individuals and/or institutions. 

• Private contract or single tender: Suppliers are 
contacted individually. In the strictest sense, only 
one supplier is invited. 

B. The Margin of Discretion or Choice Allowed the 
Purchasing Authority 

• Automatic tender: The contract is awarded 
according to predetem1ined criteria, such as the 
price criteria (the lowest bid would win) or the price 
and other criteria. 

• Discretionary criteria: The contract is awarded 
based on a number of criteria, some of them 
predetennined, but the awarding authority still has a 
certain discretion in choosing who should be 
awarded the contract. Provided the authority 
operates within the margin permitted by the law, it is 
not constrained to accept the lower bid. 

• Negotiated tender: The conditions of the contract 
are negotiated freely between the awarding authority 
and the supplier. 
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27. The different categories described above can be combined. 
It should also be kept in mind that these categories are indicative~ 
one may come across a system which does not necessarily fall within 
any of the six clusters. For instance, there was a traditional general 
tendency to award the contract based solely on the price criteria (the 
lowest bidder \\':ins). However, since some years, this situation is 
evolving towards one whereby criteria other than price are taken 
into consideration to allocate a bid. These include social and 
economic objectives with the aim of encouraging the development 
of locaJ industry; the reduction of regional disparities and 
maintaining employment; and the inclusion of further negotiations 
(UNCT AD. 1985). The most interesting exercise remains, 
therefore, to find out what system is in operation in the selected 
African countries and also to which main product categories the 
system applies. 

c. The problem of Collusive tendering 

28. In many instances, suppliers collude to impose their prices 
and their conditions to purchasers. This may be the case both at the 
national or irternationalleveL The problem of collusive tendering in 
the Afiican 'context and its impact on African economies is discussed 
in Yeats (1990). One of Yeats' findings indicates that all African 
countries pay more for their imports than other developing regions. 
The reason is that purchases are made at prices and tenns less 
favorabJe than those which would apply under fully competitive 
conditions, and collusive tendering is among the factors explaining 
this situation. This not only distorts the international market by 
diverting the supply from the most competitive suppliers but also 
depletes unfairly the scarce resources in hard currency of Afiican 
purchasers. 
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CHAPTER V: 

ANALYSIS OF MULTILATERAL 
AGENCIES' PROCUREMENT 
CONDITIONALITY AND THE 
WTO PLURILATERAL GPA 

29. Analyzing procurement rules and procedures attached to 
credits and loans provided by international financial institutions 
allows to determine whether all their provisions contain any 
potential contradictions with the principle of openness and 
competitiveness advocated by the \VTO. If there are any such 
contradictions, the question arises whether such institutions will also 
be required to align their rules and regulations to those of the WTO, 
in the area of government procurement, as this is usually what is 
required from individual countries. Furthermore, this analysis 
uncovers the strengths and weaknesses contained in the different 
arrangements. In fact, Afiican countries can use such information 
derived from other arrangements to propose strengthening of the 
Plurilateral Government Procurement Agreement. A table that 
compares the main provisions of procurelnent procedures and 
practices of selected international financial institutions, namely the 
Afiican Development Bank (ADB)) the World Bank and the 
European Development Fund (EDF) beside that of the current 
WTO Plurilateral GP A is in the Appendix. The reason for selecting 
these three financial institutions is their involvement in financing 
projects in African countries. From an African perspective, the 
following observations on the findings of the analysis may be 
formulated. 
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A. General Observations 

30. Generally speaking, the different procurement rules of 
procedures of the different institutions analyzed are drafted from 
different perspectives. The perspective of the African Development 
Bank and that of the World Bank is that of financial institutions 
whose main objective is to protect their funds. They act as third 
parties beside the demander and the supplier of the good or service 
being traded. The European Fund's rules of procedures are 
typically those of a development institution which puts emphasis on 
the protection of its members from the demander side. The rules of 
the World Trade Organization Plurilateral Agreement emphasize 
protection of the supplier of the good or service being traded. Two 
components of the rules of procedures of these different institutions 
that illustrate this fact are their provisions regarding penalty for 
misprocurement (item 8) and performance security (item 9). 

31. The two banks have very strong provisions for both item 8 
and item 9: loan cancellation and performance bond or bank 
guarantee, respectively_ The European Development Fund provides 
for no specific penalty for misprocurement whereas its provisions 
for perfonnance security are quite strong (note that it is its member 
governments that are responsible for procurement). Conversely, the 
World Trade Organization's Plurilateral Agreement has a relatively 
strong penalty for misprocurement but no specific provision for 
performance security_ It should also be added that, as specifically 
stated in the WTO-GP A, no institution has imposed its 
conditionalities upon procurement of goods or services relating to 
national defense or security of the recipient country. 

32. In tight of the above, it is obvious that a binding multilateral 
agreement on government procurement drafted in such a way that it 
favors a given group of interests will only attract those it favors and 
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therefore will lose its universal character. There is a need for a more 
neutral Agreement, one which ensures a real "balance of rights and 
obligations at the highest possible level" as stipulated in the WTO 
Plurilateral Agreement's Preamble. It should, however, be clearly 
understood that the different special provisipns in favor of 
developing and least developed countries contained in the different 
Agreements and Regulations are not seen as lntrod,ucing any bias 
since these countries face formidable chal1enges which they need to 
cope with. 

33. In the same connection, it should be stated that all the four 
institutions analyzed do not properly address the issue of tied aid. 
The WTO's Agreement on Government Procurement, in its note to 
Article I, paragraph 1, goes even as far as stating that "this 
Agreement does not apply to procurement made in furtherance of 
tied aid to developing countries so long as it is practiced by Parties". 
Indeed, the practice of tied aid cannot be perceived as "practiced by 
Parties" as in most cases developing countries object to it while the 
donor community insists on it. In view of the importance of tied aid 
in Afiica as earlier analyzed, and taking into account its distorting 
nature on international trade, the above mentioned statement is 
obviously damaging the image of the WTO as an institution that is 
intended to oversee that international trade is conducted according 
to internationally agreed disciplines. Failure to appropriately 
address the issue of tied aid is certahlly a very strong bias which 
constitutes one of the most important weaknesses of the WTO's 
Plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement. 
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B. Specific Observations 

34. Specific comments follow the structure of the table: 

• Basic Principle: All institutions analyzed have more 
or Jess the same basic principle: open' competition. 
However, it should be noted' that the EDF puts 
restrictions on the supply of service contracts. It 
would be interesting to find out how this restriction 
affects trade in services in member countries of the 
ACP-EU and beyond. Is it in the interest of Afiican 
countries members of the ACP Group? What 
appears to be certain is that it is against the spirit of 
the' wro Plurilateral Agreement on Government 
Procurement. " 

• Basic procurement policy considerations: All 
institutions share three basic' procurement policy 
considerations: efficiency, transparency and equal 
opportunity to participate in bids. The World Bank 
and the African Development 'Bank show more 
concern for development by encouraging supplies 
from domestic sources (World Bank) or regional 
members (ADB). The developmental aspect of the 
WTO's Agreement on Government Procurement 
should be stressed right from the Preamble and 
provisions: on this aspect should be strengthened or 
added accordingly. 

• Eligibility: AJJ four institutions stress the need for 
being a member in order to be eligible for tendering. 
However, the EDF and WTO Plurilateral 
Agreement are more generous on this by including 
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the possibility for non-members to be eligible, under 
specified conditions. The problem that may arise 
here is whether eljgibility criteria are not trade 
restricting or trade distorting. This is due to the fact 
that membership changes according to institutions. 
It would not be surprising, therefore, to come across 
contradictions between the WTO and other 
institutions regarding the issue of eligibility. Should 
such a problem appear, how would it be solved? 

• Exception to "open competition principle": All 
four institutions analyzed provide for exceptional 
situations where the basic principle of open 
competition is violated. While the circumstances 
may indeed make it genuinely impossible to apply 
the open tender procedure, the problem could be 
how to ensure that these exceptional provisions are 
not abused. Factual information is needed to know 
whether these provisions have been applied just 
within the margin allowed by these "exceptional 
circumstances" . 

• Domestic and regional preferences: It is good to 
note that all four institutions accord preferences to 
goods or suppliers of goods or selVices from the 
procuring countt)' or regional economic entity it 
belongs to. The World Bank provision accords 
preferences to countries with GNP per capita below 
a specified threshold~ which is clearly a development 
prOVlSlon. wro Plurilateral Agreement has a 
number of provisions geared towards granting a 
preferential status to developing countries. 
However, these are too vague and too general to 
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bear any clear meaning. The clearest and most 
precise provisions are those of the EDF whose 
thresholds are set at levels that can clearly 
encourage competitiveness of suppliers from ACP 
States. 

• Dispute Settlement: Dispute settlement is a very 
important element guaranteeing that discipline and 
rules of international trade are adhered to. Indeed, 
the efficacy of such a trade Agreement can be 
gauged by the force of coercion behind its dispute 
settlement system. In this regard, international 
commercial arbitration is considered to be the most 
desirable way to enforce compliance to international 
trade contracts. This option is possible for contracts 
financed by the World Bank and the African 
Development Bank. On the other hand, EDF has 
quite a detailed procedure for conciliation and 
arbitration but the problem of such a procedure is 
the enforcement of its decision. The wro 
Plurilateral Agreement has the weakest dispute 
settlement system. This form of procedure has been 
with GATT for long years and it is operating 
nowadays under the WTO system. This system has 
been criticized on grounds such as its lengthy 
procedure and lack of enforceability mechanisms. 
Although the new system under the WTO was 
revamped and streamlined to make it faster, not 
much has been done towards enforcing the decisions 
taken by the Panel on Dispute: Settlement. This is 
another area where the 'WTO Plurilateral Agreement 
on Government Procurement is weak. 
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• Mode of Evaluation and Comparison of Bids: 
Except for. the WTO Agreement which just states 
that bids should be evaluated and awarded 
according to the criteria set out in the tender 
documentation, all the other three institutions have 
quite detailed guidelines. The most detailed 
procedure is that of the EDF. wro's procedure 
would gain much in terms of clarity if it could be 
presented in much more detail. This is very 
important because it is a cruciaJ step in the tendering 
process. 

• Penalty for misprocurement: Already discussed. 

• Performance security: already discussed 

• Rejection of all bids or annulment of the tender 
procedure: lack of effective competition and no 
responsiveness of the tenders appear to be the most 
important situations where all bids can be rejected. 
The EDF adds some more situations which appear 
to be genuine. However, the generality of the tenus 
used by the WTO Plurilateral Government 
Procurement Agreement is dangerous. Not issuing 
a contract already won by a tenderer is a very 
serious matter that should only happen in extremely 
limited cases. Invoking "the public interest" as the 
only justification does not say anything as to which 
specific situations this refers. An Agreement of this 
nature, when it becomes a binding legal text, needs 
to be very clear to avoid misinterpretations by its 
users. There is, therefore, need for more 
clarification on this issue as far as the wro 
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Agreement on Government Procurement is 
concerned. 

• Exceptions to eligibility criteria: by virtue of their 
nature, some entities are barred from participating in 
bids. This is because they may be too close to the 
awarding authority, which would confer to them 
unfair advantages vis-a-vis their competitors. These 
entities are identified in the World Bank and in the 
ADB's rules of procedure. Another reason 
contained in the World Bank's rules of procedures 
relates to the case where a potential supplier is from 
a country under trade embargo imposed by the 
Borrower country or the Security Council of the 
United Nations. This contrasts with the provisions 
of the EDF which states that "Contracts may be 
perfonned through public or semi-public 
departments of the ACP States". These are two 
extreme cases. Although the provisions of the ADB 
generalize to exclude all public institutions from 
bidding, the EDF's provisions commit the same 
mistake in an opposite way. There could certainly 
be genuine reasons why some public enterprises 
should not participate in bids, given the project to be 
implemented. Exclusions in the WTO's Plurilateral 
Agreement on Government Procurement relate 
mainly to traditional areas where trade may not be 
carried out in a transparent and "pure and perfect" 
competitive manner. These provisions from 
different institutions could enrich each other to 
come up with a more compJete and richer set up. 
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• Language: languages to be used in the tendering 
process are the main international languages 
(English, French and Spanish). The fact that the 
World Bank provides for the possibility to use the 
borrower's national language is an indication of the 
need for encouraging local suppliers. WTO's 
Agreement on Government Procurement goes 
further by allowing the use of more than one 
language, provided at least one is either English, 
French or Spanish (official languages of the WTO). 
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CBAPTERVI: 

ISSUES OF MAJOR FOCUS FOR 
AFRICAN COUNTRIES 

35. For African countries to be ready for further negotiations 
that will take place on the Plurilateral Agreement on Government 
Procurement, a number of preparatory analyses will need to be 
undertaken. Countries will need to have a clear understanding of a 
number of issues to be raised during the negotiations. Furthermore, 
they will need to be aware of where their interests lie regarding the 
main questions to be raised. Thls will allow African countries to 
adopt well informed positions on a number of problems pertaining 
to government procurement. The main issues of major focus for 
African countries include the following: 

A. Need for a Balanced Agreement on 
Government Procurement 

36. As already highlighted, the current GP A appears to be one
sided as it emphasizes the need to protect suppliers of goods and 
services with no such provisions for the demanders. As most 
African countries fall within the demand side, it would be in their 
interest to have the Agreement strengthened also from the demand 
side. In addition, although section V of the Plurilateral WTO-GP A 
is devoted to preferences to be accorded to developing and least
developed countries, its provisions are too general to carry any 
weight. This makes the developmental aspect of the GP A poor or 
at least not clear, relative to arrangements of the other three 
institutions analyzed in the paper. Afiica should strive to have the 
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development objectives recognized straight from the Preamble in the 
Agreement and ensure that dear provisions are added to reflect this 
dimension. Among other issues to be addressed, should be the 
question of how these provisions could practically be translated into 
actions. This could, ..for instance, be approached along the same 
lines as the EDF' s proVisions on domestic and regionaJ preferences. 

B. Tied Aid and GPA Implementation in Africa 

37. In light of the considerations made on this issue under the 
section relating to General Comments on table 2, it is obvious that, 
from an African perspective, any serious Agreement on Government 
Procurement will need to address this question. African countries 
may wish to take up this problem and have it included in the agenda 
of the negotiations on the new GP A. 

c. Governance, Accountability and Transparency 
Issues within the GPA: The Problein of 

Corruption 

38. The main reason for negotiating a binding GPA is the issue 
of transparency. As already stated, lack of transparency in 
government procurement leaves room for conuption. Many cases 
of corrupt practices have been recorded in different countries, both 
deveJoping and developed. Everyone, including in Africa, 
recognizes that conuption is an evil that has to be ~liminated. In 
many African countries, the problem posed by corruption is widely 
recognized as a serious challenge. However, the analysis of the 
issue of corruption in the African environment should be undertaken 
within the wider context of i~proV1ng good governance, 
accountability and transparency of institutions. 
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39. Popular definitions of corruption have often tended to be 
biased against those who receive undeserved benefits, either in cash 
or kind, by virtue of their position and have not taken into account 
those who make the payments or favours. A more balanced and 
"Southern" definition has been proposed by Frene Ginwala, South 
Afiican Speaker of the House. He posits that corruption is "any 
transaction or attempt to secure illegitimate advantage for national 
interests or private enrichment through subverting or suborning 
public officials from carrying out their proper functions and acting in 
the interest of the public,,14. This definition underscores the fact that 
corruption involves two parties to the transaction who should share 
equally the blame: the giver and the recipient. 

40. Conuption in government procurement is widely recognized 
as a general evil in both developed and developing countries, but its 
impact is more devastating in poorer countries with limited 
resources, including those in Africa. In the area of government 
procurement, Stapenhurst and Langseth (1997, p.311) state that 
corrupt officials "may design a major procurement project at too 
large a. scale and with too much specialized equipment as a way of 
generating large bribes and keeping themJ¥dden. They may accept 
payments to reveal secret information on tenders and privatization 
projects and to favor insiders". The negative impact of corruption 
on the economic system and on society in general includes the 
following IS: 

• It diverts resources from the poor to the rich 

14 See "Governments and International Corruption". West Africa, 14-
20 October 1996 

IS Based on an ACP Secretariat (l996c), Trade, Bribery and 
Corruption, mimeo, November 
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• It increases the cost of doing business and 
transaction costs in general, leading to the 
development of the infonnal sector 

• It deters foreign investment 
• It constitutes a major barrier to sound and equitable 

development 
• It erodes the constituency for aid programme and 

humanitarian relief 
• It creates non-tariffbaniers to trade 
• It distorts markets and hinders econonuc 

development 
• It displaces quality, performance and suitability in 

global markets with graft 
• It undennines democratic accountability 
• It distorts decision-making 
• It creates white elephant projects 

41. Some initiatives have been taken to fight this "gangrene of 
modem society". Among these is the creation of Transparency 
International, which has as one of its objectives "public transparency 
and accountability in international business transactions" . 
Multilateral economic development institutions have also set rules 
and standards on the way resources they supply should be used to 
limit corrupt practices in government purchases and ensure 
efficiency. In Africa, a lot of efforts have been made and significant 
progress achieved in this area over the past few years. While 
highlighting these efforts and acknowledging the need to maintain 
them, African countries should not miss the opportunity offered by 
the negotiations on GP A to point out the need for its partners to 
make the same efforts, since corruption is not the monopoly of 
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developing countries as some circles have tended to imply 16. 

42. Africans have investigated and acknowledged the 
devastating impact of this problem in their society. For instance, 
Balogun (1997, p.248) states that "Bribery was once a shameful 
deed [in Nigeria], but it appears to have become a legitimate way of 
conducting business at police checkpoints, passport and immigration 
offices, customs long rooms, tax collection and motor licensing 
offices, electricity connection and billing departments, town planning 
agencies, and mortuaries". The devastating impact of corruption on 
social and economic systems is well acknowledged and countries 
have publicly pledged to fight it. 

43. In Uganda, for instance, the public service "publicly pledged 
their commitment to bringing about a Uganda that is cleansed of the 
corruption which has pJagued the country for generations" 17. 

Commenting on the outcome of the Integrity Workshop in Uganda 
il, Mr. P. Langseth from the World Bank who co-organised the 
event, acknowledged that it was the first time he had "witnessed a 
seminar of high ranking government officials discuss anti-corruption 
measures together with journalists, anywhere in the world" 1. A 

16 In fact, according to the 1996 Corruption Perception Index issued by 
Transparency International, among the half of the 54 countries covered by 
the survey, 5 are from Mrica~ 6 from Europe (among which 3 are 
members of the European Union: Italy. Greece and Spain)~ 9 are from Asia 
and the remaining 7 are from Latin America (see Transparency 
International (1996), The TI Source Book, Berlin.) 

11 The Republic of Uganda (1995), Integrity Workshop in Uganda II, 
Final Workshop Proceedings, Mukono, U gancla. November 27-28. 
Uganda's position against corruption is also clearly stated in "Mukono 
Integrity Declaration" in the same document. 

18 The Republic of Uganda (1995), 00. Cit. p.211, quoting an article 
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similar effort towards fighting corruption in the highest ranks of the 
civil selVice in Tanzania was the adoption of the Public Leadership 
Code of Ethics Act No. 13 of 1995. It requires high ranking 
officials, including cabinet ministers, fvfPs and other top civil 
servants to "declare their assets and sign a code of ethics, breach of 
which will violate the constitution and cost an offender his job,,19. 
The example was given by the President himself who announced his 
full list of assets on national radio 20. 

44. In addition, the importance that African countries attach to 
the fight against corruption is well illustrated by the organization of 
two regiona1 fora to analyze this issue and propose solutions to 
address it, as indicated in the ACP document21

. These are the 
African Regional Ministerial Conference Against Corruption held in 
Pretoria, South Africa, in November] 994; and the East and CentraJ 
African Seminar on Corruption, Human Rights and Democracy, 
organized by the African Leadership Forum together with 
Transparency International in Entebbe, Uganda, in December 1994. 

45. In the light of the above, although developing countries in 
general and most particularly ASEAN countries have always 
opposed any attempt to introduce any non-trade related issues such 
as corruption in the realm of the WTO, it could be assumed that the 

from The People, November 29-December 6, 1995. 

19 The Republic of Uganda (1995), Op. Cit. p. 206. quoting an article 
from The New Vision, November 25, 1995. 

:II The Republic of Uganda (1995), Op. Cit, p. 210, quoting an article 
from The New Vision. November 27, 1995. 

21 ACP Secretariat (1996c), Op. Cit, p.3 
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problem of corruption in international transactions involving African 
countries is real and acknowledged, but its gravity varies across 
countries. Because it is assumed that joining a binding multilateral 
GPA would deter corruption practices, the assessment of the impact 
of joining the GP A has to take into consideration this issue. 
However, to be fair, this assessment needs to take into account the 
costs and benefits of joining a multilateral GP A for African 
countries. 

D. Consistency of the WTO Plurilateral GP A, 
Country and Multilateral Arrangements 

46. Analysis of the table in Appendix has revealed some 
inconsistencies between the WTO Plurilateral GP A and 
procurement practices and ru1es of procedures applied by the other 
three multilateral financial institutions. The choice of these three 
institutions was dictated by their involvement in financing projects in 
Afiican countries. The specific comments made on table 2 highlight 
these inconsistencies and an inquiry should be made on how they 
should be corrected. Will multilateral institutions be requested to 
adjust their practices and rules of procedures regarding government 
procurement or will they be granted an exceptional status in 
continuing to apply the same practices? The position of African 
countries on this issue would be to defend the arrangement that 
maximizes their interests. In a general way, it would be indeed more 
interesting and advisab1e for Africa to have a new WTO-GP A that 
includes all positive provisions identified from the other institutions' 
rules of procedures but which are missing from the 1994 WTO
GPA. 
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47. With respect to consistency with country arrangements 
relating to government procurement, available information at this 
time does not allow us to conduct this analysis. However, at a later 
stage, this study will incorporate information drawn from the 
analysis of practices and rules of procedures relating to government 
procurement in selected African countries. This will allow us to 
make additional recommendations on what African negotiators 
should focus on during negotiations to become members of the 
WTO-GPA 

CHAPTER VII: 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 

48. This paper has attempted to analyze the framework in which 
government procurement takes place in Africa. Such work was 
motivated by the fact that the issue of negotiating a binding 
multilateral Government procurement Agreement is on WTO's 
agenda for future negotiations and hence the need to assist Afiican 
countries prepare for these negotiations. The study has looked at 
the way this issue of government procurement was introduced by 
developed country members of the WTO into the realm of this 
institution. The main reason driving this move has been developed 
countries' desire to have unrestricted access to government 
procurement contracts in all countries members of the WTO, in 
view of the financial importance of such contracts. 

49. After reviewing the general nomenclature of procedures and 
practices of government procurement, the paper analyzed 
thoroughly the provisions of multilateral financial agencies' 
procurement conditionality imposed on the use of Joans they 
provide, and how such provisions compare to those of the current 
WTO Plurilateral GP A. Information derived from the analysis 
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helped to point out what should be the major issues of focus for 
Afiican countries in the negotiation process. 

50. In light of the framework developed in this paper, an 
analysis of the importance of government procurement in selected 
Afiican countries reviewing the practices and procedures in place 
will be undertaken at a later stage. This aspect of the analysis will 
be based, among others, on information such as the share of 
government procurement in GDP and/or in imports to capture its 
importance; origin of Government purchases to identify who are the 
main foreign suppliers and how much they supply (this could also 
provide information on the issue of tied aid)~ the proportion of 
purchases from domestic and foreign suppliers to find out how 
much government procurement benefits the local suppliers; 
regulations in force and procurement procedures applied to see if 
African countries follow the generalJy accepted rules of if there are 
some specificities; and infonnation on all 12 basic criteria laid down 
in the analysis of procurement procedures of multilateral institutions 
analyzed under chapter 4 of the paper 22. 

22 See aJso Appendix to the paper. 
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APPENDIX: 

COMPARISON OF PROCUREMENT RULES OF 
PROCEDURES OF SELECfED MUL TILA TERAL 

INSTITUTIONS. 

Item African World Bank European World Trade 
Development Development Organization2 

Bank (ADB) FWldl 

1. Basic I International International • Open • Open, non-
Principle Competitive Competitive invitation to I discriminatory 

bidding bidding (1.3) tender for and efficient 
(ICB:2.1.1 ) works and govcnunent 

I supply procurement 
contracts but (XXIV.H) 
restricted 
invitation to 
tender for 
service 
contracts (7. 1 ) 

2. Basic .. economy and • economy • Optimum • Achieving 
procureme efficiency and efficiency cost- greater 
ntpolicy (2.1.3) (1.2) effectiveness liberalization 
considerati • equal .. equal (6.1) and expansion 
ons opportWlity to opportunity to • Equality of of world trade 

compete (2.1.3) compete participation (Preamble) 
• encouraging (1.2) (5.1) .. Improving 
suppliers from I • encouraging .. Encouraging the 
regional domestic cooperation international 
member suppliers in betweenEEC framework for 
countries borrowing andACP the conduct of 
(2.1.3) country (1.2) companies and world trade 
• transparency • transparency finns~ (Preamble) 
in the in the .. Avoid trade 
procurement procurement discrimination 
process (2.1.3) process (1.2) i (Preamble) I- Maintaining 

the balance of 
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Item African World Bank European 
Development Development 
Bank (ADB) FundI 

I 
j 

I 
i I 
I I 

I 

I 

I 
1 

I 

3. Only member I Only member * Only 
Eligibility countries countries (L6) member 

(2.2.1) I countries of 
I theACP 

I 
(African, 

I Caribbean and 

I 
I Pacific) states 

and the EEC 
(European 

I I Economic 
! Community) 

I I Art. 4.1 

I I • Non-ACP 

I 
I developing 

I I countries may 
also be 

i authorized to 
participate at 
the request of 
the ACP states 
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Organization2 

rights and 
obligations at 
the highest 
possible level 
(Preamble) 
• Broadening 

I and improving 
the Agreement 
on the basis of 
mutual 
reci rocit and p y 
expansion of 
the Agreement 
to include 
service I contracts 
(Preamble) 

I • Only Parties 

I to the 
Agreement 

I (XXIV. 1 ) The 

I accession 
I procedure for 

new 

I signatories is 
specified in 
Art. XXIV.2 I 

I • Countries not 
Parties to this I 
agreement may 
also be eligible 

I if they have 

I transparent 
procurement 
systems as 
deli ned in 
Article xvn. 



Item 

I I I I 
i 

4. 
Exceptions 
toleB 

I principle 
, or 
I modified 

ICB 

African 
Development 
Bank (ADB) 

... Limited 
international 
competition 
(LIe: 4.1) 
• National 
competitive 
bidding (4.2) 
• International 
shopping (4.3) 
... National 
shopping (4.4) 
... Force account 
(4.5) 
... Direct 
purchase from 
a specific 
supplier (4.6) 
• Procurement 
under BOT and 
similar private 
sector 
arrangement 
(4.11) 
• Community 
participation in 
procurement 
(4.12) 

I 

World Bank 

... Limited 

European 
Development 
Fundi 

concerned 
(6.1) 
... Possibility 
for third 
countries (non-

I developing 
countries) to 
participate 
(6.3 and 6.4) 

... Restricted 
I 

World Trade 
Organization1 

I .. Tied aid is 
International invitation to I not covered by 
Bidding (LIB: tender in three this Agreement 
3.2) different (note to Art.! 
... National situations para. I) 
Competitive described ... Limited 
Bidding I under 7.3. tendering in 
(NCB: 3.3- .. Direct case of: no 
3.4) agreement responsive 
• International contract in six tenders~ 

shopping (3.5- cases specified collusive 
3.6) under 7.4. tendering~ 
... National • For service product or 
shopping (3.5- contract, service can 
3.6) priority is only be 
... Direct given to supplied by a 
contracting suitable particular 
(3.7) candidates supplier, 
• Foree residing in the extreme 
account (3.8) I ACP state or urgency; 
• Procurement in the region additional 
from United (7.6) deliveries by 
Nations • Emergency original 
Agencies (3.9) assistance supplier; 
• Procurement contracts (7.9) procurement of 
under BOT * Accelerated prototypes, 
and similar procedure first product or 
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Item African World Bank European 
Development Development 
Bank (ADB) Fundi 

private sector under the 2 
arrangements situations 
(3.13) specified in 
... Community 7.10 

I participation ... Procurement 
in of supplies and 
procurement services by the 
(3.15) national 
... Quick authorizing 
disbursement officer (7. 11 ) 

I 
operations ... Direct 

I (2.63-2.64) negotiation 

I ... Procurement and conclusion 
of of service 

I commodities contracts by 

I (2.65) the 
Commission 
on behalf of 
the ACP Stales 
(7.12) 
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service 
developed at 
the request of 
the buyer, 
additional 
construction 
services within 
the objectives 
of the original 
tender and 
which must be 

I completed due 
I to 

I tmforeseeable 
circumstances; 
new 

I construction 
project seen as 
repetition of 
similar 
construction 
scrvices~ 

products 
purchased on a 
commodity 
market.; 
purchases 
madeund.er 
excepttonally 
advantageous 
conditions 
which only 
arise in the 
very short 
tenn; and, 
contracts 
awarded to the 
winnerofa 

I 



Item African Wor1d Bank I~uropean World Trade 
Development Development Organization 2 

Bank (ADB) Fundi 

design contest 
(XV) 

5. ... Goods or • Goods or ... 10 percent • Safeguard 
I Domestic suppliers from suppliers from price developing 

I and borrower's borrower's preference countries BOP 

I regional country or country (2.54) accorded to position and 
preference regional ... In countries ACP states . adequate level 

I s economic entity I below a tcndcrers for I of reserves 
I to which he specified works (V.l.a) 
I 

! belongs (3.37) threshold of contracts • Promotion of 

I I GNP per valued at less establishment 

I I capita (2.54) than ECU 5 or development 
I million and of domestic 

under the industries 
conditions I (V l.b) 
specified in ! ... Supporting 
9. La industrial units 
III 15 percent dependent on 
price government 
preference to procurement 
ACPmembers (V.l.e) 
supplying ... Encouraging 
goods economic 
embodying 50 development 
percent ACP through 

, origin, regional or 
irrespective of global 
the value of arrangements 
these supplies (V.l.d) 
9.l.b ... Facilitating 
... For service imports from 
contracts and developing 
for countries (V.2) 
subcontracting ... Taking the 
, preference above factors 
given to ACP into account 
suppliers when 
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Item 

I 

6. Dispute 
settlement 

African 
Development 
Bank (ADB) 

* Preferably 
international 
commercial 
arbitration 
(3.28.1) 
* Dispute 
review boards 
or adjudicators 
(3.28.2) 

I 

I 

I 

World Bank 

I 
1 

I 

I 

• Preferably 
international 
commercial 
arbitration 
(2.42) 
* Dispute 
review boards 
or 
adjudicators 

European 
Development 
FundI 

World Trade 
Organizationl 

(9, 1.(a and b)) negotiating 
developing 
countries 
access (V,3) 
and providing 
for offsets 23 

(XVI) 
• Possibility of 
agreed 

1 . exc uslons on 
national 

i treatment for 
developing 
countries (VA) 
'* Provision of 
technical 
assistance 
(V.8 p lO) I· Special 
Treatment for 
all LOCs 
(V. 12-13) 

• Conciliation • The 
and arbitration provisions of 
.. Annex V, the 
comprising 41 Understanding 
articles, on Rules and 
outlines in Procedures 
details the Governing the 
procedural Settlement of 
rules on Disputes under 
conciliation theWTO 

• Offsets are measures used to encow-age local development or improve 
the baIance-of-payments acCOtUlts by means of domestic content, licensing of 
technology, invesunent requirements, cowter-trade or similar requirements. 
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Item 

7. Mode of 
evaluation 
and 
compariso 

I n of bids 
I 

African 
Development 
Bank (ADB) 

• Quantitative 
and monetary 
value, as much 
as possible 
(3.36.2) 
• Qualitative 
factors are 

I assigned 
weights to 
make bids 
comparable 
(3.36.2) 

World Bank 

(2.42) 

.. Quantitative 
and monetary 
valulI!, as 
much as 
possible 
(2.51 ) 
411 Qualitative 
factors are 
assigned 
weights to 
make bids 
comparable 
(2.51) 
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European 
Development 
Fwtdl 

and arbitration 
.. National law 
applies for all 
matters not 

World Trade 
Organization' 

Agreement 
applies 
(XXll.l) 

covered hy the 1/ 

general 
regulations 
(Art.2) 

• Tenders 
shall be 

I 
compared in 
the national 
currency 
(34.6) 

• Technical 

I 
evaluation 
(34.5) and 
then. 
• Financial 
evaluation 
(34.6 and 
34.7) 
• For works 
and supply 
criteria for 
selecting the 
most 
advantageous 
tender include 
price, 
operating and 
maintenance 
costs, 
qualifications 
and guarantees 
offered, 
technical 

i 

I • A ward~ shall I 
be made 10 I 
accordance I 
with the I 
criteria and ! 

. essential I requirements 
I specified in the 
! tender 
I documentation 
j (XIII.4.c) 

I 



Item African World Bank European World Trade 
Development Development Organization 1 

Bank (ADB) FundI 

qualities of 

I tender 
including offer 
of after-sales I service, 

I nllture. 

I 
conditions and I 

I time limits for 

I I I I perfonning the 
I 

contract, as 
weI as I J 

'1 adaptation to 
I 1 

I 
oca I conditions 

(36.1(b)) 
• For service I 
contracts, 

I criteria for 
selection 
include price, 
technical value 
of the tender. 
competence, 
organization 
and 
methodology 

I proposed, 
I independence 

and 
availability of 

I the personnel 

I 1 proposed 
36.1.c 

8. Penalty • Loan • Loan • No specific • Suspension 
for cancellation cancellation provision of the 
misprocure (2.11) (1.13) procurement 
ment process 
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Item African World Bank European worldTrad~ 
Development Development Organization2 

Bank (ADB) Fundi 

I (XX.7.a) 

l • 
Compensation I 

I I for the loss or 

I 
damages 

I suffered ! (XX.7.c) I 
9. I * Security • Security * renderers * No spccific 
Performan . provided by a provided by a must provide a I provision 

I I ce security performance perfonnance guarantee and i 
bond or bank bond or bank its amount 

I I guarantee to guarantee to specified in I 
I I 
i protect the protect the the tender 

j , 
borrower in borrower in dossier. This 

I 
! 

I case of breach case of breach amount shall 

I I of contract of contract not be less 
(3.23.1-3.23.3) (2.38-2.39) than 1 but not I 

more than 2 I I percent of tl,e 

I total amowlt (If 

I the tender 

I (26.1) I 
·Thc 
guarantee shaH I 
be in the form I 

I 
of a banker's I draft, 8 I I 
certified I 

I 
cheque. 8 bond I 
provided by an I 
insurance or 

I bonding 
company, an 

I irrevocable 
letter of credi t 
or a cash 
de osit made 
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Item African World Bank European World Trade 
Development Development Organization 2 

Bank (ADB) Fundi 

with the 
contracting 
authority 
(26.2) 

10. • Lack of • Lack of ,. No tender is " Although the 
Rejection effective effective responsive most 
of a)) bids competition, competition or i (35.2(a» advantageous 
or collusive bids are not • No tender tender may 
annulment tendering or substantially satisfies the have been 
of the bids are not responsive criteria for the I identified, the 
tender substantially (2.59) award of the contract may 

I procedure responsive contract as set not be issued 
I (3.42,1-3.42.2) out in Article in the public 

I 36 (3S.2(b» interest 
• Economic (XID.4.b) 

I and technical 
data of the 

I 
I 

project have 
been altered 
(35.2,c) 

l • Exceptional 
circumstances 
render nonnal 

I performance of 
the contract 
impossible 
(35,2.d) 
• Every tender I received 
exceeds the 
financial 
resources 

I 
eannarked for 

I 
the contract 
(35.2(c» 
• Tenders 
received 
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Item 

12. 
Language 

I 
I 

I 

I. 

2. 

African World Bank European World Trade 
Development Development- Organization2 

Bank(AOB} . Fundi 

ronunercial institutions or 
law (I.S) of prison labor 

(XXm.I-2). 

English or ' "English. • The • To be 
French (3.6) French or language specified in the 

Spanish (2.15) stated in the notice of 
• possibility instructions to I proposed 
of borrower's tenderers procurement 
national (most probably i (IX.6. d) 
language the official • Could be 
(2.15) languages of I more than one 

the countries language but at 
concerned (1 9) least one of the 

following: 
English, 
French or 
Spanish (XII. 1 ) 

The docwncnt analyzed here is the "Gcnernl Regulations for Wo~ 
Supply and Service Contracts Financed by the European 
Development Fund {EDF)", which is Armex I to the Decision No 
3/90 of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers of 29 March 1990 
adopting the gcncrnJ regulations, general conditions and procedural 
rules on conciliation and arbitration for works. supply and SCIVice 
contracts fmanced by the European Development Food (EDF) and 
concerning their application. 

Analysis in this table is based on the Agreement on Government 
Procurement adopted ill Marrakesh, Morocco, IS April 1994. It is 
therefore different from the one adopted by the Tokyo ROWld. 
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